


 

 
 
 
 
 

San Diego’s lifestyle of beach-side relaxation and vibrant communities 

attract transplants from all over the United States as well as the globe. 

However, the rising cost of living challenges the slower pace of increasing 

wages makes it difficult for young adults striking out on their own to keep 

up in this beloved coastal town. With less savable income, for many, 

building wealth within this Southern California city feels like a far-reaching 

goal. While relying on traditional methods may not be enough to put 

residents ahead of the curve, there are are angles that can help you retain 

more of your earnings and keep you living well in America’s Finest City.  

As local CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ professionals, 

we’ve helped individuals and families tailor strategies to  

build wealth in San Diego successfully. 
 

Take a look at our 6 tips to get you started. 
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#1 Minimize Your Capital Gains with Charitable Contributions 

The holiday season is a good opportunity to assess whether a donation or charitable 

contribution can provide a tax benefit to you for the pending tax season. Contact your 

financial planner to go over your current financial gains in stocks and investments to 

gauge whether a tax-deductible donation would be beneficial for your wealth 

management. More resources: 

● 10 Smart Year-End Planning Moves to Consider 

● Should You Make Your Year-End Charitable Gifts From Your IRA? 

● Top Transfer Tax Techniques 

#2 Diversify Your Investment Portfolio with Real Estate 

While ranking in the top 10 as far a highest home values in the country, value retention and 

appreciation in San Diego is also a high probability. Neighborhoods and communities have 

life-cycles and if you’re an aggressive investor, seeking out purchases in up-and-coming areas 

or with high rentability are just two ways you can consider leveraging real estate as part of your 

wealth-building strategy. Sitting down with your CPA as well as your financial planner can help 

you build out budget that maximizes your tax incentives. A REALTOR® who is knowledgeable 

in up-and-coming markets can help you understand what to expect and prepare for in 

neighborhoods in the process of restoration. Even purchasing a primary or secondary home can 

offer tax benefits depending on your overall financial picture. The bottom line to remember 

about San Diego is that land is a premium and it is all about location, if you can secure a piece 

of it for yourself, you may expect with a certain level of security that it will appreciate.  

● 4 Steps to Your First San Diego Home 

● 6 Concerns For San Diego Financial Planners 

● Real Estate - Is it a Good Investment? 
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#3 Refinance Your Way to Savings 

Refinancing your current mortgage, whether it is your primary residence or an investment 

property, opens several paths to building wealth and capturing savings. One path may be a 

result of historically low interest rates. If you purchased when rates were considerably higher 

than current rates, now may be an opportunity to refinance and lower your payment or at least 

put more of that payment towards the principal. Refinancing and pulling out equity may be 

another option for you to build wealth by wielding that equity to make further investments 

whether in stock or other real estate purchases and improvements. Discuss these matters with 

your CPA or CFP® professional prior to meeting with a lender to weigh the benefits.  

● Divorcing From a Lender’s Point of View 

● Finding a Way to Build Wealth in San Diego 
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#4 Pay Yourself First with an IRA 

If you are going to put away money and save for your retirement, why not do it alongside 

sizeable tax breaks? Whether you are a salaried employee or a business owner, Individual 

Retirement Accounts can be leveraged by just about everyone. There are a handful of types of 

IRAs with a variety of restrictions based on income and employment type. Your financial planner 

can help you understand your eligibility and which account will maximize your benefits.  

● For the Solo Entrepreneur, a SEP-IRA, or a Solo 401(k) 

● Saving Taxes the Smart Way 

 

 

#5 Structure Your Business Appropriately 

Establishing your business under the appropriate business entity is about retaining the 

maximum amount of your profit as well as garnering the maximum tax benefit. The more profit 

you keep, the more you can save. Choosing which business entity to structure your business as 

isn’t to be taken lightly as it not only dictates how the business files its taxes but has legal 

implications as well. You’ll need to factor in whether you have co-owners, employees, or work 

by yourself when determining the best way to structure your business. As strategists, 

WorthPointe’s CFP® team have the resources to help you decide the best option for your 

business. 

● The Essentials of Selling Your Tech Business 

● Exit Strategies for Business Owners 
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#6 Transfer Your Property Tax Burden 

If you are 55 or older in California, you could be eligible to receive property tax-exemptions 

when you sell real estate. While the benefits described in Proposition 60 and 90 can only be 

taken once, they would ultimately help you retain more wealth each year assuming home values 

have increased significantly since your last purchase. Knowing these exemptions are 

additionally important in managing your aging parents’ taxes and real estate investments if they 

are no longer able to do so themselves. Protecting their wealth is just critical as it aids in 

maintaining a financial safety net as their health and lifestyle needs change. Since this is a 

single-use benefit, the timing of its implementation should be considered as well as the 

property’s appraisal in the current market.  

● Wealth Transfer: Inheriting Retirement Accounts 

● Asset Ownership: It Really Does Matter Whose Name Is On The Title 
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Proper financial management ultimately builds wealth. Your 

ability to capture profit and retain income enables you to make additional 

strides in your investment portfolio and savings. However, knowing all the 

nuanced tools and methods available shouldn’t be something to guess at or 

ignored. Our San Diego team of CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ 

professionals understand the challenges and benefits of living the Southern 

California lifestyle. Our financial planners effectively research and leverage 

years of experience and resources to benefit our clients’ futures as well as 

their present. Learn more about which methods and strategies are right for 

your financial health by contacting our San Diego CFP® team.  

 

Meet with a San Diego CFP® Professional 
 

San Diego Financial Planners 
4445 Eastgate Mall, Suite 200 

San Diego, CA 92121 
(800) 620-4232 

 
San Diego Financial Planners, La Jolla Office 

888 Prospect St, Suite 200 
La Jolla, CA 92032 

(800) 620-4232 
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